COVERS 26,000 SQ. FT. PER HOUR
LOW BRUSH DECK IS IDEAL FOR CLEANING AROUND & UNDERNEATH OBSTACLES
SMALL, COMPACT DESIGN FOR TIGHT SPACES

E 26 | 26” WALK-BEHIND SCRUBBER

E 26 | PRODUCT FEATURES
The E26 is a disc brush scrubber with a 26” cleaning path and is available in traction drive. Advanced technology makes the
E26 a part of the innovative walk-behind scrubber line, the E Series. Easy-to-understand controls ensure that the machine is
simple to operate. The compact and sleek design results in total operator comfort by focusing on ergonomics and provides an
excellent line of sight to the area to be cleaned. The cylindrical deck has an integrated sweeping function and is made of
corrosion-resistant aluminum casting. The adjustable handle and ergonomic hand bails offer superior handling of the machine
and the traction drive models offer ergonomic, adjustable speed regulation with the turn of a dial. The E26 contains an
on-board charger that is convenient and allows the machine to be charged anywhere. When the on-board charger is plugged
in, the machine is not operable. The E26 also features simple brush loading and unloading. A parabolic squeegee is standard on
the traction drive models and an option on the brush drive models. The squeegees are designed so that no operator adjustment
is necessary. This vacuum contains a 19 gallon solution tank and an easy-to-clean, hygienic, 19.5 gallon recovery tank.

E 26 TECHNICAL DATA
Cleaning Path Width

26”

Aqua-Stop Equipped

Yes

Squeegee Width

35.4”

Brush Type

Disc

Theoretical Productivity

35,464 ft2/hr

Brush Motor(s) Power

.75 hp

Working Speed

3.1 MPH

Number of Brushes

2

Rated Voltage

24 volts

Brush RPM

180 RPM

Vacuum Flow

65 cfm

Solution Capacity

19 gallon

Vacuum Waterlift

65 in

Recovery Capacity

19.5 gallon

Vacuum Power

.86 hp

Weight with Batteries

677 lbs

Drive Motor Power (TD)

.42 hp

Weight without Batteries

346 lbs

GREEN FEATURES
SOUND LEVEL < = 70dBs
TOOL FREE BRUSH REMOVAL
TOOL FREE SQUEEGEE REMOVAL
ONE BUTTON OPERATION
MAINTENANCE FREE GEL
BATTERIES AVAILABLE

ABOUT US
The Minuteman International group of companies is a desired Brand of commercial, industrial, and chemical cleaning products.
Our product offering provides the most up to date and innovative technology to suit your cleaning needs. Minuteman International
produces a vast product line ranging from carpet extractors, warehouse sweepers, to graffiti remover. Contact us today and speak
with an experienced Minuteman representative about surveying your facility for a free product demonstration.
Minuteman is a division of three companies manufacturing a full line of maintenance products, including Powerboss industrial and
commercial sweepers and scrubbers and Multi‐Clean Chemicals for industrial, commercial and institutional facilities.

1.800.323.9420
minutemanintl.com

